Sponsor the Light Bringer Project & Sci-Fest L.A.
Science Fiction Writing Competitions

Join The Roswell Award for adult writers from across the globe and The Tomorrow Prize for Los Angeles County high
school students. Now in our fifth year, thousands of writers from dozens of countries and numerous Los Angeles high
schools have submitted stories. Presented by the Pasadena arts and education nonprofit, Light Bringer Project, and
Sci-Fest L.A., these awards challenge writers to explore scientific, social, technological, environmental, and philosophical
issues and themes through the powerful sci-fi lens. And, they nurture up-and-coming sci-fi writing talent!
The competitions culminate at the annual LitFest Pasadena in May where the finalists’ stories are dramatically
read on stage by celebrity guests, followed by the awards presentations.

The Roswell Award
for adult writers from across the globe
First, Second, & Third Place
Special Prizes

Women Hold Up Half the Sky Award
for feminist themed science fiction

Co-presented by Hollywood NOW & “Artemis Journal”

Best Translated Science Fiction Story
by an author and translator team (translated into English)

The Tomorrow Prize
for Los Angeles County high school student writers
First, Second, & Third Place
Special Prize

The Green Feather Award
for environmental conservation themed science fiction

Co-presented by the Los Angeles Audubon Society

Science fiction is a uniquely inspiring medium that has enabled many of our
great thinkers and scientists to imagine the heights and limits of human
achievement, leading to important moral and ethical debate, long range
planning for humanity, and scientific innovation. Inspire the future!
Sponsors may choose to be associated with one or both of the competitions:
The Roswell Award and The Tomorrow Prize. They may also choose to be
affiliated with one of our special awards. Sponsors receive the following
recognition and opportunities**:
Octavia Butler:
$1,500.00
Logo on website and materials.
Listed in press releases, blog posts, and more.
Social media recognition.
Special recognition at the readings and awards, 
including on stage remarks.
Opportunities to participate in the judging.
Opportunities for promotion at the reading
and awards.
Ray Bradbury:
$750.00
Logo on website and materials.
Social media recognition.
Verbal recognition at the reading and awards.
Opportunities for promotion at the reading
and awards.
Ursula LeGuin:
$375.00
Logo on website and materials.
Social media recognition.
Verbal recognition at the readings and awards.
Classic Sci-Fi:
$100.00
Listed on the website and in materials.
Community Sponsors
Community sponsors provide services such as outreach and publicity in return
for official recognition and a presence with the competitions. Please contact
Rosalind Helfand, the competitions director, to discuss becoming a
Community Sponsor.
** We seek to partner with companies and organizations that demonstrably
share our vision for a just, equitable, and ecologically sustainable future.

Contact Director Rosalind Helfand to become a sponsor!
rozhelfand@gmail.com
310-869-5749
Learn more at www.LightBringerProject.org/science-fiction-contests

